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Indeed. If your talking about berserk as the type of APM increase that means someone needs to run around
with a sword slashing everything in sight while remembering to use a potion and health orb on cooldown.
The berserker role is kind of like a melee mage. He/She tanks, and heals while doing their best to avoid

getting hit since taking damage itself takes away some of their mana/stamina regeneration. This is a kind
of a sword and shield role, and really resembles Dragon Age Origins Templar role in that way. In that role, a
Templar casts spells, uses Templar talents, and heals on cooldown. The Templar is like a melee Mage in a
way, as he/she has a variety of abilities to keep up with the enemy and his/her tanky nature makes sure
you can keep up as well. Between the Templar's to set up for your own ability DPS, and taking the shield

down after it activates, the Templar is incredibly effective at keeping enemy fighters pinned down without
taking too much damage himself/herself. As expected from any online game, players must be coordinated

in order to use berserker skills effectively. There are quite a few different berserker talents, several of
which are offensive and another can be used defensively, but most of them exist to allow you to make your
own berserker build. The tanking berserker specializes in the -1 to enemies, and the Dodge berserker gains
a dodge skill that can be used while riding certain mounts to let you avoid damage. More interesting are the

mount perks available to the Berserker, the first of which allows him to control mounts in addition to his
own body. This is particularly important if you intend to specialize in tanking, as mount skills can be used to

buff yourself and your teammates while the enemy is being weakened.
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ive noticed a few errors in the
description of the force and
energy mechanic and blade

power. so without further ado.
force and energy you consume
force to reduce the force and
energy cost of a force action,

such as shields, weapons,
augmentations or force
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powers. in the future force can
be increased by the use of

force points. blade power all
blades are class restricted. you
can only have one blade at a
time (barring the special c4).
you can use blade power to

increase the power of a blade,
and to increase the duration of
the blade's special abilities. so
if i understand this correctly

and the force you consume to
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reduce the force and energy
cost of a force action is limited

by the force points you are
able to increase the force you

can use you can use blade
power to increase the power of

a blade, and increase the
duration of the blade's special
abilities. in order to increase

the force cost of a force action
you must consume force points

i think the blade power
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mechanic is very very
interesting. let me know what
you think. dean 07-18-2004,
06:23 pm your e-mails are
great. i'm so glad you keep

telling me what you're
thinking. thanks. gigawatt!

07-18-2004, 06:26 pm hmmm..
interesting but. i feel like your
going to have to explain what
blade power is to the masses. i
mean i understand it. but i'm
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not sure the average person
will. dean 07-18-2004, 06:31
pm that's my plan. maybe

some good force and energy
examples and some blade

power. gigawatt! 07-18-2004,
06:39 pm hmm. that could

make a fun sci-fi adventure.
with the force and energy

mechanic. dean 07-18-2004,
06:46 pm yes exactly.

something like that would be
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good, if it could be done. i'll
see what i can do. gigawatt!
07-18-2004, 06:54 pm it's

definately something i would
like to see. i've always wanted
to do something like that, and

now i just might have a
chance. dean 07-18-2004,

06:56 pm oh boy, i just
remembered something.

5ec8ef588b
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